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Intention
Geography is about studying the Earth. At St Peterʼs we aim for our students to have an excellent
understanding of their local area, their country and their planet. This helps them to understand and cherish
the diverse world we live in.

At St Peterʼs, we are very fortunate to live in an area blessed with natural beauty. In our town of Budleigh
Salterton, we are situated on Pebblebed heathland (SSI), with a beautiful beach/coast, the river Otter,
woodlands and much more. By the end of their time at St Peterʼs, we aim for the pupils to have a good
understanding of their local geography and an appreciation for their local environment.

Our school strives to teach children about the importance of caring for the environment. We aim for our
geography teaching to educate students about their environment so that they feel knowledgeable about
how they can impact the environment positively.

The National Curriculum for geography
A high-quality geography education should inspire in pupils a curiosity and fascination about the world
and its people that will remain with them for the rest of their lives. Teaching should equip pupils with
knowledge about diverse places, people, resources and natural and human environments, together with a
deep understanding of the Earthʼs key physical and human processes. As pupils progress, their growing
knowledge about the world should help them to deepen their understanding of the interaction between
physical and human processes, and of the formation and use of landscapes and environments. Geographical
knowledge, understanding and skills provide the frameworks and approaches that explain how the Earthʼs
features at different scales are shaped, interconnected and change over time.

Aims - The national curriculum for geography aims to ensure that all pupils:
● develop contextual knowledge of the location of globally significant places – both terrestrial and

marine – including their defining physical and human characteristics and how these provide a
geographical context for understanding the actions of processes

● understand the processes that give rise to key physical and human geographical features of the
world, how these are interdependent and how they bring about spatial variation and change over
time

● are competent in the geographical skills needed to:
○ collect, analyse and communicate with a range of data gathered through experiences of

fieldwork that deepen their understanding of geographical processes
○ interpret a range of sources of geographical information, including maps, diagrams, globes,

aerial photographs and Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
○ communicate geographical information in a variety of ways, including through maps,

numerical and quantitative skills and writing at length.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Fww_6L35z6e9qF_fCUgvDMpYFQfEbwcD&authuser=head%40sps1.org.uk&usp=drive_fs
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At St Peterʼs we will:
● Follow the which balances locational and place knowledge, human andGeography curriculum for SPS

physical geography and geographical skills and fieldwork.
● Link geography to history units to develop cultural awareness.
● Use Digimaps, atlases, OS maps and globes to support teaching.
● Link geography to our status as an Eco School. During fieldwork, focus on environmental impact.
● Most units include core themes from other units and a revision of prior knowledge and skill.

Resources here.
Locational and Place help here.

FS here.

Key Stage 1 Key Stage 2

Locational Knowledge:
•Name/locate continents, oceans, UK
countries, capitals and seas, using atlases and
globes
Place Knowledge:
•Human/physical geography of small area in
UK and contrasting non-European country,
noting similarities/differences
Human and physical geography:
•Daily and seasonal UK weather patterns, and
hot/cold world areas
•Basic vocabulary naming commonly
encountered physical and human features,
from beach to city to office to soil
Geographical skills and fieldwork:
•Basic compass directions, and
directional/locational language
•Use plans, maps and aerial photographs
•Basic fieldwork and observation in school
grounds and locally

Locational Knowledge:
•Focus on Europe and North/South America: locate
and describe environmental regions,
physical/human features, countries and major cities
using maps, atlases, globes, digital mapping
•UK countries, cities, regions, physical/human
features and characteristics, land-use patterns and
change
•Significance/position of key lines of
latitude/longitude and time zones
Place Knowledge:
•Place similarities/differences between UK region
and regions in European country and N or S America
Human and physical geography:
•Climate zones, biomes/vegetation belts, rivers,
mountains, volcanoes/earthquakes, water cycle
•Settlements, land-use, trade, natural resource
distribution (energy, food, minerals, water)
Geographical skills and fieldwork:
•8 compass points, 4- & 6-figure grid references,
symbols & key, OS Maps
•Fieldwork: observe, measure, record, present using
sketch maps, plans, graphs and digital technologies
•Local area and other sites fieldwork

https://docs.google.com/document/d/106GmULvjQbEMC2dFMlPK6OG42T4kl6Xmq_Q7Nbzf9aM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/184ptOyoj0VXTfnGYhdKXxTBNk7CNUlRLtNGAkmPhO-Q/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Wa8vBzI0tZtU_tgbM6Km56zZNAceOJnOs6MT4ciwyLY/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XZZI8-7hvI8Cq1wpSHR2EIqm8kLdVE4gEjm97TYFuqI/edit?usp=sharing

